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“You must never think of the whole street at once, understand? You must only concentrate on the next 
step, the next breath, the next stroke of the broom, and the next, and the next. Nothing else” 
Momo, Michael Ende. 
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Nomenclature 
 
u dimensionless horizontal velocity component 
v dimensionless vertical velocity component 
p dimensionless pressure  
Re Reynolds Number 
μ dimensionless dynamic viscosity 
H/S Expansion Ratio 
h inlet width 
H step height 
S  outlet width 
L channel length 
s step length  
 
Abstract 
  
The project consists on the development of a numerical method using Matlab to 
simulate the flow over a backward facing step. The effects of varying the Reynolds 
number and the Expansion Ratio, H/S, are then studied. The simulations are performed 
for the range of 5 ≤ Re ≤ 389 and 0 ≤ H/S ≤ 1/2. 
The code is validated comparing the results with those obtained by Armaly, Durst, 
Pereira & Schonung [9]. They studied the flow over a similar channel with a backward 
facing step varying the Reynolds number. Once checked that the numerical method 
gives sensible results, a study of the effects of varying the expansion ratio, H/S, over 
the Reynolds number range is carried out in order to find the appearance of a 
recirculation bubble zone. Also the existence of an expansion ratio that has a 
recirculation bubble for all Re and on the other side, an expansion ratio that does not 
present any recirculation bubble over the range of will be investigated.  
 
Key Words: backward, step, recirculation, Reynolds, Expansion ratio. 
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1. Introduction 
 
This project studies the appearance of a recirculation bubble on the flow over a 
backward facing step for low Reynolds numbers with varying Expansion ratios.  
The idea of studying the appearance of the recirculation bubble is based on the cooling 
effect that it has on the adjacent wall of a small channel. This cooling effect is critical in 
micro-combustion and microchips, for example, that suffer from overheating since the 
heat losses are significant at these small scales. The bigger the expansion ratio (the 
smaller the inlet width), the bigger the length of the recirculation bubble as will be 
shown in this report. However, it is expected that a narrow inlet channel implies a 
higher pressure drop between the inlet and the outlet therefore needing a more 
powerful pump. So there is a compromise between a large stable recirculation bubble 
and a moderately narrow inlet region. The pressure drop also decreases with 
increasing Re, so this could be a solution since the recirculation bubble length also 
increases with Re.  
These two parameters, Re and Expansion ratio, will be varied to study the effect and to 
which extent the pressure drop is not a negligible factor, leading to the desired 
effective cooled distance whilst maintaining a stable flow over the channel and at the 
same time avoiding the pressure drop, previously mentioned.  
To exploit the cooling effect, simulations of the flow in an internal channel with a 
backward facing step, similar to the one shown in Figure 1, have been done over the 
years. However, the results are not yet clear because the solution can only be found 
numerically or experimentally, there is not an analytical solution. Originally, the 
backward facing step was studied using Potential Flow Theory, as Lee and Smith [7] 
shows in his article. For external flows it gives correct results however it is not valid for 
internal flows where it is expected that a strong vorticity will appear in the 
surroundings of the step. However the results obtained using this theory did not have 
any recirculation because it assumes zero vorticity.  
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Velázquez, Arias and Mendez [1],  Biswas, Breuer and Durst [2] and Armaly, Durst, 
Pereira & Schonung [9], among others, studied this effect for a 2D channel varying the 
Reynolds number and Expansion ratio, [1] and [9] also studied the unsteady regimes 
cases and [2] also studies the 3D case. These articles will be the main reference for this 
project. In particular the results obtained by Armaly, Durst, Pereira & Schonung will be 
used to validate the numerical method. 
The aim of this project is to study the flow over a backward facing step over a limited 
range of Reynolds numbers, from 5<Re<389, to keep the problem steady and because of 
the limitations of time and resources. The cases of Re<5 require a time step too small 
and would take too long for the code to converge and the cases of approximately 
Re>400 would present unsteady effects which would imply the periodic detachment of 
the recirculation bubble and the aim of the investigation would be different, needing to 
study the effect of changing the frequency at which this occurs.  This order of Reynolds 
numbers may seem very small; however, at these channel geometries, it is the order of 
Re we would find. Biswas, Breuer and Durst in [2] focused on even smaller Reynolds 
numbers of the order of 0.001 and studied tri-dimensionality of the flow stending the 
Re range up to 800. 
To carry out this investigation, the range of expansions ratios will be varied from 0, 
being this the case of a straight channel, where no recirculation bubble is expected, to 
0.5 where the inlet channel will be located at half the width of the outlet region and the 
appearance of the recirculation bubble will be studied over the range of Re, and also to 
obtain a height for the channel, if it exists, different from zero where no vorticity will 
appear for any Re.   
In order to be able to obtain the solution to this problem, a computational approach 
will be used, developing the numerical approach from zero to approximate the 
solution to the simplified Navier Stokes equations in the differential form that define 
the flow over the channel and including the desired geometry by means of the 
appropriate boundary conditions, all these written in a Matlab code. 
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2. Problem 
 
2.1. Problem Description 
 
The problem consists on a 2-D channel with a backward facing step. The flow 
development will be studied for different Reynolds Numbers and different expansions 
ratios H/S. The objective is to find the appearance of a recirculation bubble for a certain 
expansion ratio and the existence of a height for the step, H; different from zero, where 
there will not appear the recirculation bubble for any Reynolds Number. 
The geometry is shown in Figure 1. It consists on a channel of length L and height 
S=h+H with a backwards facing step at a length s from the inlet. Parameters L, S and s 
are fixed and H will be varied together with Re. The origin of the coordinate system is 
located in the bottom left corner of the geometry. 
 
 
The coordinates x and y are non-dimensionalized using the dimension S. The vectors x 
and y are defined as x = [0:10] and y = [0:1], meaning that the length is 10 times the 
width. The s is fixed for the whole problem to be L/s=3.5 so the step extends up to 
y 
x 
S 
H 
L 
s 
h 
Figure 1 Channel Geometry 
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x=2.86. And the height of the step, i.e. the expansion ratio, will be varied from H/S = 0 
to H/S = ½.  
 = ′ 								 =
′
 						 =
′
	
 			 =
′
 							 =
′
 						 
So the Reynolds number is defined as 
						Re = Sρuμ  
Where  is equal to    , and  is the maximum value for the horizontal 
velocity component of the poiseuille profile in the inlet of the channel, used by 
Velázquez, Arias and Méndez in reference [1] and  would be equal to . This 
comes from the continuity equation,  	~	  since the x coordinate has been non-
dimensionalized with S as well as the y coordinate.  
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2.2. Governing Equations 
 
The equations that simulate the flow over a channel are the Navier Stokes equations in 
the differential form with some simplifications that will be explained in this section.  
The horizontal and vertical velocity components (u and v) are different from 0. We will 
use the conservation of mass and momentum equations. The energy equation is not 
used in this case since the variables we are interested in are velocity and pressure.  
The variations of pressure, vertical velocity and horizontal velocities will be computed 
using the Continuity equation and the X and Y Momentum equations. 
Continuity equation: 
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 +
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x – Momentum equation: 
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y – Momentum equation: 
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Assuming ) constant, the momentum equations simplify to: 
x – Momentum equation: 
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y – Momentum equation: 
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 + 	
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 = 	−
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 +
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 +	
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The partial differential equations will be approximated by finite differences to 
implement the numerical method and obtain an approximate solution to the problem. 
The chosen expressions to be implemented in the code and the validity of these will be 
explained later in section 3. 
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2.3. Initial Conditions 
 
The initial conditions chosen for the flow are a parabolic profile for the horizontal 
velocity at the inlet of the channel as shown in Figure 1, defined by the following 
equation: 
 = 01
 − 23 
 
The parameters a and b will vary depending on the height of the channel fulfilling the 
conditions that u has to be 0 when y = S and 1.5 when y = h/2. So the parameters will be 
obtained using the following equations: 
 
2 = ℎ 
0 = 1.5ℎ2 7ℎ2 − 28
 
 
In the rest of the channel, except for the inlet, the horizontal velocity component is 
zero. 
For the vertical velocity component and the pressure, the initial conditions are zero 
everywhere. 
 = 0 ;    = 0 
For y<H and x<s, the three variables are also zero to simulate the backward facing step. 
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2.4. Boundary Conditions 
 
Boundary conditions are used to simulate the geometry of the channel. The walls, the 
inlet and outlet regions and the step zone are the areas where the boundary conditions 
have to be imposed. 
The different areas are defined by imposing the problem parameters; i.e. u, v and p, to 
have a series of values that characterize the features of these areas. The different 
requirements needed for each region will be defined in this section. 
 
Step (x < s and y < H) 
 
In order to include the backward facing step, zero velocities and pressure have to be 
imposed in the area where it will be placed; this area covers lengths smaller than s and 
widths smaller that H.  
 =  =  = 0 
 
Inlet (x = 0) 
 
In the inlet region, the horizontal velocity component will have the parabolic profile 
used for the initial conditions and the vertical velocity component will be imposed to 
be zero. The condition for the pressure comes from the value for the variation of the 
pressure with x obtained from the x-momentum equation including the conditions for 
u and v.  
 
 
  =
1
&' *
 

 
 +  
 

 
+ −  
 
  − 
 
  ;      = 01
 − 23 ;      = 0    
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:;							    =
20
&' 	− 	01
 − 23
 
  
The limiting cases are   → ∓∞ where the poiseuille profile develops so ?? =
0	2@A	 ?B? = 
C = D;@:E2@E, this gives a linear variation of pressure along the channel 
with slope equal to  
C. 
 
Outlet (x = L) 
 
In the outlet region, the variations with x of both, the horizontal and vertical velocity 
components, will be zero. The condition for the pressure is the same as the one of the 
inlet.  
 
 
  =
1
&'	*
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 +	
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+ − 	
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 − 
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 =
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1
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 +	
 

 
+	 
 
Walls 
 
The walls are characterized by the non-slip condition meaning that both, the horizontal 
and vertical velocity components are zero at the walls. The pressure will have the same 
condition as in the inlet and outlet with the exception that in the upper and lower 
horizontal walls the variation is with respect to y, so the equation used is the y-
momentum. For the vertical wall we use the x-momentum equation.   
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 Upper Wall (y = S) 
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 Lower Wall (y = H for x < s and y = 0 for x > s) 
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 Vertical Wall (x = s and y < H) 
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3. Numerical Method  
 
3.1. Description of the Numerical Method 
 
Numerical Method Description 
 
The equations will be solved numerically by time marching. In order to do this, some 
terms have to be added to the governing equations, this is called pseudo-time. These 
terms will not affect the final solution since this will be steady so the variation of the 
problem parameters with time will tend to zero as time tends to infinity.  
These added terms correspond to the errors of the method and will be computed in 
order to check the convergence of the solution. 
The equations to be implemented in the code will then be: 
Continuity equation: 
 
 E +
 
  +
 
  = 	0 
 
x – Momentum equation: 
 
 E + 	
 
  + 	
 
  = 	−
 
  +
1
&'	(
 

 
 +	
 

 
/ 
 
y – Momentum equation: 
 
 E + 	
 
  + 	
 
  = 	−
 
  +
1
&'	(
 

 
 +	
 

 
/ 
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The method chosen to approximate the partial differential equations and therefore, be 
able to implement them in the code, is Finite Differences, where Taylor expansions are 
applied to the partial derivatives in the equations and then these are combined in order 
to obtain the desired order for the method. 
In order to decide between explicit and implicit coding, both schemes were developed 
for a simpler 1D version of the x-momentum equation, where the vertical velocity was 
always zero.   
  
 
 E +  
 
  =  
1
&' (*
 

 
 + 
 

 
+/ 
 
They both showed the same results and the explicit did not expend too much time to 
converge, so although the time needed to solve the explicit method increases 
significantly because of the time step restriction posed by the CFL condition, inexistent 
in the implicit case, the size of the resulting matrices to be inverted in the implicit 
scheme would be too large, therefore difficult to solve and the coding is simpler in the 
explicit case. So it was decided to code the equations explicitly. 
 
Mesh Generation 
 
The numerical approximation as opposed to the analytical solution is characterized by 
a discrete computation of the solution, i.e. the solution is only computed at a series of 
points in the domain. In order to implement the numerical method, a mesh was created 
to define the points where the solutions would be obtained; a sketch is shown in Figure 
2. The distribution chosen was a Cartesian mesh since the geometry is a rectangular 
channel. The grid spacing is constant streamwise and along the width.  
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Figure 2 Cartesian Mesh 
 
Along the x direction, the computational coordinate is i (i=1: Nx) and along the y 
direction, the coordinate is j (j=1: Ny). These are the points where the solution will be 
computed. The accuracy of the solution will depend, together with other factors 
addressed later on in this section, on the increment of x and y. The smallest Δx and Δy 
the more accurate the solution but also the more memory and time needed.   
The final increments were chosen after a series of iterations so that they could be kept 
constant over the range of Re and allow a reasonable time step to meet the CFL 
condition. The numerical length and width of the channel, Nx and Ny, were a result of 
the selected increments and the defined x and y vectors. Finally the mesh ended up 
having 101,101 points. The values used are shown bellow.  
 
Δx = 0.01; x = [0: Δx: 10];  Nx = 1001 points. 
Δy = 0.01; y = [0: Δy: 1]; Ny = 101 points. 
 
Ny 
i 
Nx 
j 
Δx 
Δy 
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To optimize the code, a variable mesh could have been generated with more points 
near the critical regions, i.e. the step, so the increment could be increased there and a 
more accurate solution of the recirculation bubble could be computed. However, 
because of time restrictions it was decided to focus on other aspects of the problem and 
generate a constant mesh. 
The case for the time step, Δt, is different. It is restricted by the CFL condition, as it will 
be explained in section 3.2. It is highly sensible to the Re number, needing to be 
decreased significantly with decreasing Re if the code was run from the initial 
condition, if it starts from an already converged solution the time to converge 
decreases significantly and the Δt becomes less sensible since the solution is already 
converged for a different Re, being possible to be kept constant over the range of Re 
studied. The final value chosen was Δt =1e-4. 
 To include the step, the height and length have been defined based on the number of 
points so H in the code represents the j point where the step is located and it is equal to 
Ny/2 in the case of half width and the length l represents the i point where the step is 
located and it is equal to Nx/3.5. This means that in the code, the parameters H and l do 
not represent the physical size of the step, instead y (H) and x (s) have to be used to 
know the length and width of the step.   
 
Numerical Method Implementation 
 
To obtain the solutions, the approximation of the equations were obtained using 
combinations of Taylor expansions, as mentioned at the beginning of this section, i.e. 
finite differences method.  
For the first derivatives, centered second order differences were chosen for the whole 
domain except for the near walls zone where backward or forward differences were 
imposed in the boundary conditions for the condition of the pressure as mentioned in 
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section 2.4. The expression for the first derivative central difference of u with respect to 
x and y would be (the same applies for v and p): 
 
 
  =  
 GHI,K −  GLI,K2A  ; 
 
  =
 G,KHI −  G,KLI2A  
 
The expression for the forward and backward first derivative of u with respect to x and 
y would be (the same applies for v and p): 
 
Forward difference: 
?
? =   MNO,PL M,PQ ;  ??R =   M,PNOL M,PQR  
 
Backward difference: 
?
? =   M,PL MSO,PQ ;  ??R =   M,PNOL M,PSOQR  
 
The central differences are of order 2; however the order of the whole method is the 
minimum used, which is 1 in the case of the backward and forward differences. In the 
case of u and v, the boundary condition for the outlet has been approximated by a first 
order backward difference with order 1 so the resulting order of the x derivatives is 1 
instead of 2. This does not apply to the y derivative since it does not appear in the 
boundary conditions of u and v. The case of the pressure is different; since it appears in 
all the boundary conditions, both, derivatives with respect to x and y, have been 
approximated by order 1 differences. This, as it will be addressed in 3.2, leaded to a 
higher error for the pressure. The expressions will be explained more in detail further 
on in this section. 
For the second derivatives, also centered second order differences were used with the 
same need for adaptation in the nearby of the walls imposed by the boundary 
conditions. 
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The expression for the second derivative of u with respect to x and y would be (the 
same applies for v not for p since there are not second derivatives for p in the 
equations): 
 
 

 
 = 	
	GHI,K + 	GLI,K − 2	G,KA
 ; 	
 

 
 =	
	G,KHI + 	G,KLI − 2	G,KA
 	
 
As before, these expressions lead to a second order method. For the boundary 
conditions, the partial derivatives will be approximated by side differences (forward or 
backward depending on the position we are in) but in this case, the expression is of the 
same order:   
 
Forward difference:  
?T
?T =	 	M,PH	MNT,PL
	MNO,PQT ; 	?
T
?RT =	 	M,PH	M,PNTL
	M,PNOQRT  
 
Backward difference:  
?T
?T =	 	M,PH	MST,PL
	MSO,PQT ; 	?
T
?RT =	 	M,PH	M,PSTL
	M,PSOQRT  
 
For time marching a simple backward difference was used. As mentioned at the 
beginning of this section, the derivatives of the variables with respect to time were 
introduced in the equations in order to have equations for u, v and p written explicitly. 
This artificial terms would not affect the final solution since when time increases, the 
solution reaches the steady state so the time derivatives are 0 when the solution 
converges and this terms will tend to zero. 
Storing all the solutions for the time so that we can use the solution computed in 
previous times would require too much memory and would be inefficient. That is why 
a simple backward was selected for the time approximation and instead of storing the 
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solution each time, two variables for the velocities and the pressure are defined, varnew 
and varold, and these will be updated in each loop.    
For the initial conditions, the expressions to be implemented are the following. 
For i=1; 
j<H: UVQ1G,K3 = 0; 				UVQ1G,K3 = 0;					UVQ1G,K3 = 0 
j>H: UVQ1G,K3 = 0W1X3 − 1Y3Z W1X3 − 1Y3Z − 2 ;					UVQ1G,K3 = 0;	UVQ1G,K3 = 0 
 
For i>1; 
 UVQ1G,K3 = 0;						UVQ1G,K3 = 0;					UVQ1G,K3 = 0   
 
The general equations in the numerical form implemented in the code are shown 
below. These equations are defined for i = 2: Nx-1 and j = 2: Ny-1 since the stencil is 3 
points; the beginning and end of both domains are computed in the boundary 
conditions. 
 Continuity:    
[\1G,K3 = UVQ1G,K3 −	∆E 	^_`1MNO,P3L^_`	1MSO,P3
Q −	∆E 	^_`1M,PNO3L^_`	1M,PSO3
QR       (1) 
 
 X - Momentum: 
[\1G,K3 =
UVQ1G,K3 −	UVQ1G,K3∆E 	^_`1MNO,P3L^_`	1MSO,P3
Q −	UVQ1G,K3∆E 	^_`1M,PNO3L^_`	1M,PSO3
QR − ∆E B	^_`1MNO,P3LB^_`	1MSO,P3
Q +
∆a
 7	^_`1MNO,P3H	^_`1MSO,P3L
^_`1	M,P3QT + 	^_`1M,PNO3H^_`1	M,PSO3L
^_`1	M,P3QRT 	8            (2) 
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 Y - Momentum: 
[\1G,K3 =
UVQ1G,K3 − 	UVQ1G,K3∆E 	^_`1MNO,P3L^_`	1MSO,P3
Q −	UVQ1G,K3∆E 	^_`1M,PNO3L^_`	1M,PSO3
QR − ∆E B	^_`1M,PNO3LB^_`	1M,PSO3
QR +
∆a
 7	^_`1MNO,P3H	^_`1MSO,P3L
^_`1	M,P3QT + 	^_`1M,PNO3H^_`1	M,PSO3L
^_`1	M,P3QRT 	8            (3) 
 
The numerical expressions to be implemented in the code for the boundary conditions 
are shown below. In this case of the boundary conditions, the solution computed in the 
general equations are the ones used to obtain the full solution, i.e. unew, vnew, pnew. 
 
 Upper Wall (j = Ny) 
 
[\1G,K3 = 0;					[\1G,K3 = 0 
 
[\1G,K3 = [\1G,KLI3 + 1&' b c
	[\1GHI,K3 + 	[\1GLI,K3 − 2[\1	G,K3
A
 +
[\	1G,K3 + [\1	G,KL
3 − 2	[\1G,KLI3
A
 d		 
 
For the extremes i=1 and i=Nx, the term eTfegT  has to be computed with a sided 
difference, backward for i=Nx and forward for i=1. This is because when i=Nx, i+1 
point does not exist and when i=1, i-1 point neither exists, so a different expression has 
to be used in these points.   
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 Lower Wall after the Step (j = 1 and I > s) 
 
[\1G,K3 = 0;     [\1G,K3 = 0 
 
[\1G,K3 = [\1G,KHI3 − 1&' b c
 [\1GHI,K3 +  [\1GLI,K3 − 2[\1 G,K3
A
 +
[\1 G,K3 + [\1G,KH
3 − 2[\1G,KHI3
A
 d   
 
For the extremes i=s and i=Nx, the term eTfegT  has to be computed with a sided difference 
as in the previous case, backward for i=Nx and forward for i=s. For the same reason as 
before except for the case of i=s, where in the point i-1 the solution exists but is 
imposed to be zero, so the solution would not be real. 
 
 Lower Wall before the Step (j = H and i < s) 
 
[\1G,K3 = 0;      [\1G,K3 = 0 
 
[\1G,K3 = [\1G,KHI3 − 1&' b c
 [\1GHI,K3 +  [\1GLI,K3 − 2[\1 G,K3
A
 +
[\1 G,K3 + [\1G,KH
3 − 2[\1G,KHI3
A
 d   
 
In this case, only the extreme i=1 needs a different expression being this the forward 
difference. Since the extreme i=s does not have an adjacent wall or end of domain, just 
the start of the wider region where the solution already exists. 
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 Vertical Wall (i=s and j<H) 
 
[\1G,K3 = 0; 					[\1G,K3 = 0 
 
[\1G,K3 = [\1GHI,K3 − 1&' b c
	[\1G,K3 + 	[\1GH
,K3 − 2	[\1GHI,K3
A
 +
[\1	G,K3 + [\1G,KH
3 − 2[\1G,KHI3
A
 d		 
 
It is not necessary to compute the solution with a different expression in the extremes 
since we can directly compute it with a forward solution for both derivatives in the 
wall and it will not enter into conflict at the other end of the domain covered by this 
area since it ends at the vortex of the step where the solution exists for i>s and j>H.     
 
 Inlet (i=1) 
 
[\1G,K3 = 0W1X3 − 1Y3Z W1X3 − 1Y3Z − 2 ;						[\1G,K3 = 0 
[\1G,K3 = [\1GHI,K3 − _@'i1j, X3		[\1GHI,K3 − [\1	G,K3A
− 1&' b c
	[\1G,K3 + 	[\1GH
,K3 − 2	[\1GHI,K3
A
 +
[\1	G,KHI3 + [\1G,KLI3 − 2[\1G,K3
A
 d	
	
For the extremes j=H and j=Ny, the term ?T?RT  has to be computed with a sided 
difference, backward for j=Ny and forward for j=H. For the same reasons explained 
before. 
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 Outlet (i=Nx) 
 
[\1G,K3 = [\1GLI,K3; 						[\1G,K3 = [\1GLI,K3	
[\1G,K3 = [\1GLI,K3 + b&' c
	[\1G,K3 + 	[\1GL
,K3 − 2	[\1GLI,K3
A
 +
[\1	G,KHI3 + [\1G,KLI3 − 2[\1G,K3
A
 d	
	
For the extremes j=1 and j=Ny, the term ?T?RT  has to be computed with a sided 
difference, backward for j=Ny and forward for j=1.  
 
 Step (i<s and j<H) 
  	
[\1G,K3 = 0;					[\1G,K3 = 0;						[\1G,K3 = 0	
	
As mentioned in section 2.4, the variables are all zero where the step is located. 
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3.2. Limitations of the Numerical Method  
 
The main limitation is the size of the time step. The explicit method has a maximum 
time step given by the Courant-Fiedrichs-Levy number (CFL condition). Considering a 
simple 1D case for the inviscid Burger’s Equation with constant propagation speed c: 
 
 
 E + D
 
  = 	0 
Using simple backward differences for the upwind scheme, i.e. c>0, the equation will 
translate to:  
[ − 1[LI3ΔE + D
G − 1GLI3Δ = 	0 
 
If we look at the representation of the stencil shown in Figure 3, it can be seen that the 
solution will propagate a distance cΔt over a time Δt, this is the physical domain; 
however the numerical domain is given by Δx. If the numerical domain in smaller than 
the physical domain, information will be lost so the numerical domain must be at least 
as large as the physical one. 
 
 
 
∆x 
t 
x i i-1 i+1 
∆t 
c>0 
information 
c ∆t 
∆x 
t 
x i i-1 i+1 
∆t 
c>0 
information 
c ∆t 
c ∆t 
∆x 
t 
x i i-1 i+1 
∆t 
c>0 
information 
Figure 3 Physical Explanation for the CFL Condition 
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From this we obtain the condition Δx≥ cΔt, so the CFL condition is given by klm = noao . 
But for this project, the propagation speed is variable so the CFL condition is checked 
at time 1 to ensure the solution is computed correctly:  
 
klm = p2	 *bEmax1[\3b , bE
max1[\3b + 
 
Using this CFL limitation we can obtain the allowed increments of space and time. 
Also, as the Reynolds number decreases, a smaller time step is needed to obtain a 
solution which is also a big restriction. Making it impossible to compute the solution 
for Re≤1 in relatively new laptop because the time step needed is too small and the 
code would take too long to converge, of the order of more than 5 days. The limit is 
Re=10, which already required a significant amount of time to converge. 
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3.3. Validation of the Numerical Method 
 
To check the validity of the numerical approach used, the results obtained with the 
Matlab code were compared to those obtained by Armaly, Durst, Pereira & Schonung 
in reference [9]. Their conditions are similar to the ones proposed in this project and the 
simulations were done for an Expansion ratio of 0.5. 
They studied the flow over a 2D channel for Re up to 8000 over a backward facing 
channel, predicting length of the recirculation bubble. In their article, they show the 
two-dimensionality of the flow for Re up to 400, so the assumption of 2D flow in this 
project for Re up to 389 is valid. 
They plotted the horizontal velocity profiles at different horizontal positions for Re 
equal to 100 and 389. These cases where potted for this project in order to check the 
similarity and validate the numerical method. The velocity profiles are shown in 
Figure 4 and Figure 5, with the corresponding scaling factors for the Armaly profiles. 
 
 
Figure 4 Comparison of the u velocity profile with Armaly results for Re 100. 
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Figure 5 Comparison of the u velocity profile with Armaly results for Re 389. 
 
From the graphs it can be seen that the results obtained resemble to those that Armaly, 
Durst, Pereira & Schonung obtained with some discrepancies that can come, on the one 
hand from the different numerical 
approaches used and on the other 
hand, to the digitalization of the 
plots in the article that were not 
very accurate to select.    
They also obtained the steady-state 
recirculation bubble length behind 
the step. Applying a scaling factor 
in order to compare both results we 
can check if the model developed in 
this project agrees with their 
results. The Bubble lengths Armaly, 
Durst, Pereira & Schonung 
obtained are shown in Figure 6.  
Figure 6 Bubble lengths according to Armaly results (ref. [9]) (x1 represents 
steady-state recirculation bubble length behind the step). 
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Digitalizing the plot and checking for Re 100 and 389, we get that the length x/S of the 
bubble are 3.05 and 8, respectively. The scaling factor for the equivalence is ½ since 
they use the step height as reference and we use the height of the channel S, so the 
bubble area for this project should be 1.52 and 4 for Re 100 and 398, respectively.    
Obtaining the streamlines for the cases of Re 100 and 389, we will be able to obtain the 
steady-state recirculation bubble length behind the step for this project.  
The step is located at x=2.86 so from Figure 7 and Figure 8 the recirculation bubble for 
Re 100 would be 1.5 and for Re 398 is 4.07. 
The error is of 1.3% for Re 100 and 1.75% for Re 398.  
 
 
 
Figure 7 Steady-state recirculation bubble length behind the step for Re 100. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8 Steady
 
 
Two methods have been used
to let the flow develop over the channel. If not enough length is allowed, 
conditions at the outlet would
 One method is to plot the velocity profile at the outlet and check it has reached a 
poiseuille profile. The profile for a parabola over a 
the actual profile at the outlet of the channel 
seen that the solution has reached the fully poiseuille profile.
 
 
 
 
 
-state recirculation bubble length behind the step for Re 389.
 to validate the assumption of x=10 being enough length 
 affect the flow over the step. 
rectangular channel 
for Re 100 are shown in Figure 
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the boundary 
of height 1 and 
9. It can be 
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Figure 9 Comparison between theoretical Poiseuille profile for H=0 and the actual profile at the outlet 
 
 
The other method used is to simulate the flow over a longer length, x=0:15, and check 
the length of the recirculation bubble zone. The simulation has been done for Re 100 
and Re 389. The simulations are shown in Figure 10 Recirculation bubble for Re 100 
and x=1:10 and x=1:15. and Figure 11. The horizontal step position for L=10 is 2.86 and 
for L=15 is 4.28, so the recirculation bubbles are 1.5 and 1.51 for Re 100 and 4.07 and 
4.11 for Re 389, so the errors are 0.6% for Re 100 and 0.9% for Re 389, so the length of 
L=10 is enough for the flow to develop. The simulations have been performed for L=10.    
 
 
 
 
Figure 10 
Figure 11 
 
Recirculation bubble for Re 100 and x=1:10 and x=1:15. 
Recirculation bubble for Re 389 and x=1:10 and x=1:15. 
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4. Results 
 
Process 
 
In this section, the process to reach the solution will be explained and the solutions 
obtained will be presented together with a discussion of the results. 
The aim of this project, as it has been mentioned before, is to study the appearance and 
growth of a recirculation bubble in the vicinity of the step for increasing Reynolds 
Numbers and different expansion ratios.  
First, the mesh was generated in order to generate the points were the solution was to 
be obtained as explained in section 3.1; adjusting the increments of time and space to 
obtain an accurate solution without requiring a large amount of time for the solution to 
converge. 
Once the mesh was generated, the position of the step is defined based on the total 
number of points of the numerical domain. With this, the numerical domain is defined.  
The next step is to impose the initial conditions, defined in section 2.3 for the initial 
time. This was only done for the cases of Re 100, 50 and 10 and Expansion ratio of ½. 
The rest of the cases started from these converged solutions in order to decrease the 
computational time. 
Once the initial conditions were imposed, the following thing to do is the loop for the 
time development that includes the general equations for the problem and the 
boundary conditions to be imposed. The condition to determine the convergence and 
hence determining the solution has reached the steady solution and stop the time loop 
was defined by the error of the solution, where the error is given by the derivation with 
time of the pressure, horizontal and vertical velocities and the mass flow difference 
between the inlet and the outlet. 
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The steady solution is reached when the derivation with time of the problem variables 
is equal or very close to zero, so the error is equal to this derivation with time. The 
error was computed for p, u and v in each loop as  
 
'tt;tu = max [\ − UVQbE  ; 	'tt;tv = max 
[\ − UVQbE  ; 	'tt;t$	 = max 
[\ − UVQbE 	 
 
The mass entering into the channel has to be equal to the mass exiting the channel by 
the principle of mass conservation. So both masses were obtained in each loop with an 
integral of the horizontal velocity component over the y coordinate, this was done 
using the trapz command in Matlab. 
The error for the mass was computed based on these two values for the inlet and the 
outlet as 
'tt;tw2:: = |w2::G[Va − 	w2::UaVa|w2::G[Va  
 
The error was computed as the sum of the mass error, the pressure error and both 
velocity errors.  
So  	'tt;t = 'tt;tw2:: + 'tt;tu + 'tt;tv + 'tt;t$ 
The allowed tolerance was of 1e-3, so when error<1e-3 the solution was assumed to have 
reached the steady condition therefore have converged.  
Finally, the results were plotted using the contour command in Matlab so the 
streamlines could be represented and obtain the way the fluid was behaving. 
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Simulations 
 
The simulation of the flow propagation over the channel was done for Reynolds 
numbers equal to  5, 10, 20, 50, 75 and 100, for Expansion ratios from 0.5 to 0.    
The recirculation bubble appears in any case that the step is different from zero for 
Re≥5, which are the Re we have been able to test.  
Several tendencies can be concluded from these results. In the case of a straight channel 
with no step, the streamlines are parallel to the walls, the case for Re 100, which is the 
limiting case is presented in Figure 12. 
 
 
Figure 12 Streamlines over a straight channel for Re 100.  
 
 
As expected, the recirculation zone increases as the Reynolds number is increased as it 
can be seen in Figure 13. This is because the fluid becomes less viscous so the 
propagation is faster, therefore it converges sooner and the streamlines become more 
parallel. 
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Figure 13 Streamlines for Re 5, 20, 50 & 100. 
 
Another tendency comes from the variation of Expansion ratio at a fixed Re. As the 
step becomes smaller and the geometry approaches the straight channel one, the 
recirculation area decreases. However, this effect is more obvious at high Re where the 
motion of the fluid is faster. The streamlines are shown for the cases of Re 10 and Re 
100 to show this in Figure 14 and Figure 15. 
 
 
Figure 14 Streamlines for Re 10 and H/S 0.5 and 0.2. 
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Figure 15 Streamlines for Re 100 and H/S 0.5 and 0.2. 
 
Also mention that it does not exist any height of the step different from zero for which, 
for Re≥5, there is no recirculation bubble at all, i.e. for which the streamlines of the 
fluid follows perfectly the geometry of the step.  
Plotting the length of the recirculation bubble versus the Expansion ratio for different 
Reynolds numbers confirms these observations as shown in Figure 16. 
 
 
Figure 16 Variation of the Steady-state recirculation bubble length for different Expansion ratios and Re.    
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The pressure drop was computed by taking the integral over the outlet and the inlet of 
the dimensionless pressure and subtracting pressure at the outlet to the pressure at the 
inlet, this is shown in Figure 17.  
 
 
Figure 17 Pressure Drop for the range of Re and different Expansion ratios. 
 
Looking at the plot, we can check the assumption that the pressure drop increases with 
increasing expansion ratio is not very representative since the variations are small. 
However, the decrease in pressure drop with increasing Re is the important factor. 
This increase of Re can be due to a lower viscosity of the fluid or a higher width of the 
channel or velocity. So the decrease in pressure drop can be due to the fluid flowing 
more smoothly through the channel, a wider region, which matches the predictions of 
a narrow inlet region having more pressure losses than a wider inlet region that would 
have higher local Re or a faster fluid. In all cases, the force with which the fluid has to 
be pumped into the channel decreases since the pressure drop is smaller. 
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Since for each line in the plot the geometry is fixed so the variation of the pressure drop 
is due to velocity and viscosity and expansion ratio variations up to 0.5 do not seem to 
have a big effect on the pressure difference, H/S can be increased up to 0.5 to obtain a 
larger recirculation bubble length and therefore obtain a larger cooled area without 
having a compromise with the force needed to pump the fluid into the channel.  
 
If we plot the pressure variation with x for Re 100 and Expansion ratio equal to 0.5, we 
obtain the graph shown in Figure 18. It can be observed that there is a linear variation 
before and after the step, when the horizontal velocity profile is close or similar to a 
poiseuille profile. 
 
 
Figure 18 Pressure variation with x for a fixed channel height. 
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At the inlet, the pressure gradient has to be constant since a poiseuille profile has been 
selected. As explained in section 2.4, this means that the pressure gradient is constant 
and equal to  eyeg = 
z{| which must be equivalent to the slope in the graph before and 
after the step, when the variation is linear. 
We have that for the inlet, the equation for the velocity profile, form the initial 
conditions and boundary conditions is  
u = −241y
 − y/23  so  eyeg = 
z{| = −0.48 
From the plot in Matlab we choose two points near the inlet to obtain the slope. 
X=0.09  y=1.508 
X=0.15  y=1.478 
Slope = 	 ∆yΔx =
1.478 − 1.508
0.15 − 0.09 =
−0.03
0.06 = −0.5 
 
For the outlet, the equation for the velocity profile from Figure 9 is  
u = −31y
 − y3  so  eyeg = 
z{| = −0.06 
 
From the plot in Matlab we choose two points near the inlet to obtain the slope. 
X=9.9  y=0.005754 
X=9.2   y=0.04762 
Slope = 	∆yΔx =
0.04762 − 0.005754
9.2 − 9.9 =
0.041866
−0.7 = −0.06 
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5. Conclusions 
 
It has been studied the appearance and growth of the recirculation bubble for a steady 
flow over a 2D channel with a backward facing step. The conclusions that can be 
drawn from this investigation is that, as expected, the bubble length grows with 
increasing Re and increasing Expansion Ratio.  
 
For a larger cooled area and fixed Re, a large Expansion ratio is desired. It has been 
observed that the recirculation bubble appears for every Reynolds number above 5 for 
any height of the channel. However, the increase of the length of the recirculation zone 
with the Expansion ratio is more obvious for large Re.   
 
The predictions of the effect of Re and H/S on the pressure drop were partially true, the 
variation with expansion ratio did not seem to be very representative so the expansion 
ratio of ½ to increase the recirculation bubble is acceptable without obtaining a high 
pressure drop that would increase the force necessary to pump the fluid through the 
channel. It is the variation with Re that is important, having a substantial decrease in 
the pressure drop at higher Re. So as a conclusion, the higher the Re, the larger the 
cooled area and the lower the force needed to pump the fluid taking into account that 
if Re is above 400, tri-dimensional effects would appear so the results obtained here 
will no longer be valid, having to carry out a different study of the flow including the 
third dimension into the model. 
 
According to the numerical method, the time needed for the solution to converge made 
it impossible to be run in a relatively new laptop and obtain results in a reasonable 
time to perform a study of the solution as the Re decreased. To improve this, an 
optimization of the code could be performed; an implicit scheme could be developed 
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so there is no time restriction; however a more powerful computer would be needed to 
be able to do the calculations for the matrices. In order to improve the precision, a 
variable mesh can be created so the grid spacing can be adjusted and decreased in the 
zones of interest, i.e. the step surroundings. 
 
If we decided to extend the investigation to the non-stationary flow regime, the 
parameters to study would be different. In this case, the recirculation zone would 
experience a periodic detachment of the bubble, so the object of study would now be 
the frequency of detachment and the velocity at which the fluid is pumped into the 
channel. The new governing equations would now include the time variations with 
time that are not equal to zero now: 
 
∂u
∂x +
∂v
∂y = 	0 
∂u
∂t + 	u
∂u
∂x + 	v
∂u
∂y = 	−
∂p
∂x +
1
Re	(
∂
u
∂x
 +	
∂
u
∂y
/ 
∂v
∂t + 	u
∂v
∂x + 	v
∂v
∂y = 	−
∂p
∂y +
1
Re	(
∂
v
∂x
 +	
∂
v
∂y
/ 
 
In order to include them in the code, now the time derivation terms do not tend to 
zero, Sánchez–Sanz & Velázquez propose in their paper, [11], to use a mixed implicit-
explicit method, where a pseudo-time explicit scheme, similar to the one proposed in 
this article, is used in each implicit time step. This will involve a high computational 
cost but has a second order accuracy.  
 
Finally, if the Re studied had been increased, 3D effects would appear, making the 
calculations more complex having the new term of the transversal velocity component, 
w. However, according to Armaly, Durst, Pereira & Schonung, the 3D effects would 
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appear above Re > 400, also validated by Biswas, Breuer & Durst. This is the reason 
why the higher Re studied in this project has been 389. 
 
So as a final conclusion, this effect the recirculation bubble has on the walls is a viable 
way of cooling different small scale systems if the parameters, specifically the length of 
the recirculation zone, are adjusted. As previously mentioned, this cooling system can 
be used in microchip and micro-combustion to decrease the heat losses and avoid 
overheating, but it can be applied to every device that suffer from this overheating, 
laptops and mobile phones, mercury-vapor lamps [13], parts of the engine of an 
airplane (components inside where the Re are small and the heat losses high because of 
the scales), among others. 
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Appendix: Matlab code example for Re 100 and H/S 0.5. 
 
clear all 
clf  
close all 
clc 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% FLOW OVER A STEP %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%      
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% María Fernández Jiménez %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
%% EQUATIONS 
  
    % Continuity 
  
        % p(n+1)=p(n)-(dt/(2*dx))*(u(i+1)-u(i-1))-(dt/(2*dy))*(v(j+1)-
v(j-1)); 
  
    % X-Momentum 
  
        % u(n+1)=u(n)-((u*dt)/(2dx))*(u(i+1)-u(i-1))-
((v*dt)/(2dy))*(u(j+1)-u(j-1))-(dt*(2*dx))*(p(i+1)-p(i-
1))+mu*dt/Re*((u(i+1)+u(i-1)-2*u)/(dx^2)+(u(j+1)+u(j-1)-2*u)/(dy^2)); 
  
    % Y-Momentum 
  
        % v(n+1)=v(n)-((u*dt)/(2dx))*(v(i+1)-v(i-1))-
((v*dt)/(2dy))*(v(j+1)-v(j-1))-(dt*(2*dy))*(p(j+1)-p(j-
1))+mu*dt/Re*((v(i+1)+v(i-1)-2*v)/(dx^2)+(v(j+1)+v(j-1)-2*v)/(dy^2));    
  
    % CFL = max((dt*u/dx , dt*v/dy)) < 1 
  
% COUNTERS 
  
dy=0.01; y=[0:dy:1]; Ny=length(y); 
dx=0.01; x=[0:dx:10]; Nx=length(x); 
dt=0.0001; Nt=10000000;          
  
% CONSTANTS 
   
Re=100; mu=1;  
  
H=round(Ny/2);  
L=round(Nx/3.5); 
  
% MATRICES INITIATION 
  
u_new=zeros(Nx,Ny); 
v_new=zeros(Nx,Ny); 
p_new=zeros(Nx,Ny); 
phi=zeros(Nx,Ny); 
  
contador=1; 
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for H=round(Ny/2):-10:1 
 
    %% INITIAL CONDITIONS 
 
    a = y(Ny)-y(H); 
  
    bprime = y(round((Ny-H)/2)+H)-y(H); 
  
    b = 1.5/(bprime*(bprime-a)); 
  
    i=1; 
        for j=1:Ny 
  
            u_old(i,j) = b*(y(j)-y(H))*((y(j)-y(H))-a); 
            v_old(i,j) = 0; 
            p_old(i,j) = 0; 
  
        end 
  
    %% PROBLEM RESOLUTION 
  
    T=1; 
 
    max_error=1e-3; 
    error=10*max_error; 
 
    while error>max_error 
  
        for i=2:Nx-1 
  
            for j=2:Ny-1 
  
               if ((i<L)&&(j<H)) 
  
                u_new(i,j)=0; v_new(i,j)=0; p_new(i,j)=0; 
  
               else 
  
               % MOMENTUM & CONTINUITY EQUATIONS  
  
                dudx = (u_old(i+1,j)-u_old(i-1,j))/(2*dx); 
                dvdx = (v_old(i+1,j)-v_old(i-1,j))/(2*dx); 
                dpdx = (p_old(i+1,j)-p_old(i-1,j))/(2*dx); 
  
                dudy = (u_old(i,j+1)-u_old(i,j-1))/(2*dy); 
                dvdy = (v_old(i,j+1)-v_old(i,j-1))/(2*dy); 
                dpdy = (p_old(i,j+1)-p_old(i,j-1))/(2*dy); 
  
                d2udx2=(u_old(i+1,j)+u_old(i-1,j)-    
   2*u_old(i,j))/(dx^2); 
  
                d2vdx2=(v_old(i+1,j)+v_old(i-1,j)-    
   2*v_old(i,j))/(dx^2); 
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                d2udy2=(u_old(i,j+1)+u_old(i,j-1)-    
   2*u_old(i,j))/(dy^2); 
  
               d2vdy2=(v_old(i,j+1)+v_old(i,j-1)-    
   2*v_old(i,j))/(dy^2); 
  
              u_new(i,j)=u_old(i,j)-u_old(i,j)*dt*dudx- 
 v_old(i,j)*dt*dudy-dt*dpdx+(mu/Re)*dt*(d2udx2+d2udy2); 
  
               v_new(i,j)=v_old(i,j)-u_old(i,j)*dt*dvdx-     
 v_old(i,j)*dt*dvdy-dt*dpdy+(mu/Re)*dt*(d2vdx2+d2vdy2); 
  
               p_new(i,j) = p_old(i,j) - dt*dudx - dt*dvdy; 
  
      end 
     end 
  
    end  
  
    %% BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
 
    % Upper Wall 
  
    for i=2:Nx-1         
  
      j=Ny;  
  
      u_new(i,j) = 0;                                                                         
      v_new(i,j) = 0;                                                                         
  
      d2vdx2 = (v_new(i+1,j)+v_new(i-1,j)-2*v_new(i,j)) / (dx^2); 
      d2vdy2_up = (v_new(i,j)+v_new(i,j-2)-2*v_new(i,j-1)) / (dy^2); 
  
     p_new(i,j) = p_new(i,j-1) + (mu/Re)*dy*(d2vdx2 + d2vdy2_up); 
                             
    end 
  
    j=Ny; 
  
    i=1; 
  
    u_new(i,j) = 0;                                                                         
    v_new(i,j) = 0;                                                                         
  
    d2vdx2_left = (v_new(i,j)+v_new(i+2,j)-2*v_new(i+1,j)) / (dx^2);  
    d2vdy2_up = (v_new(i,j)+v_new(i,j-2)-2*v_new(i,j-1)) / (dy^2); 
  
    p_new(i,j) = p_new(i,j-1) + (mu/Re)*dy*(d2vdx2_left + d2vdy2_up);   
                      
    i=Nx; 
  
    u_new(i,j) = 0;                                                                         
    v_new(i,j) = 0;                                                                      
  
    d2vdx2_right = (v_new(i,j)+v_new(i-2,j)-2*v_new(i-1,j)) / (dx^2); 
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    d2vdy2_up = (v_new(i,j)+v_new(i,j-2)-2*v_new(i,j-1)) / (dy^2); 
  
    p_new(i,j) = p_new(i,j-1) + (mu/Re)*dy*(d2vdx2_right + d2vdy2_up); 
    
   % Lower Wall After Step 
  
   for i=L+1:Nx-1  
  
      j=1;  
  
      u_new(i,j) = 0;                                                                         
      v_new(i,j) = 0;                                                                         
  
      d2vdx2 = (v_new(i+1,j)+v_new(i-1,j)-2*v_new(i,j)) / (dx^2);  
      d2vdy2_low = (v_new(i,j)+v_new(i,j+2)-2*v_new(i,j+1)) / (dy^2); 
  
    p_new(i,j) = p_new(i,j+1) - (mu/Re)*dy*(d2vdx2 + d2vdy2_low);   
                          
   end        
  
   j=1; 
 
   i=L; 
  
   u_new(i,j) = 0;                                                                         
   v_new(i,j) = 0;                                                                         
  
   d2vdx2_left = (v_new(i,j)+v_new(i+2,j)-2*v_new(i+1,j)) / (dx^2); 
   d2vdy2_low = (v_new(i,j)+v_new(i,j+2)-2*v_new(i,j+1)) / (dy^2); 
  
   p_new(i,j) = p_new(i,j+1) - (mu/Re)*dy*(d2vdx2_left + d2vdy2_low);                      
  
   i=Nx; 
  
   u_new(i,j) = 0;                                                                         
   v_new(i,j) = 0;                                                                         
  
   d2vdx2_right = (v_new(i,j)+v_new(i-2,j)-2*v_new(i-1,j)) / (dx^2);  
   d2vdy2_low = (v_new(i,j)+v_new(i,j+2)-2*v_new(i,j+1)) / (dy^2); 
  
   p_new(i,j) = p_new(i,j+1) - (mu/Re)*dy*(d2vdx2_right + d2vdy2_low);                     
  
   % Lower Wall Before Step 
  
   for i=2:L  
  
      j=H+1;  
  
      u_new(i,j) = 0;                                                                         
      v_new(i,j) = 0;                                                                         
  
      d2vdx2 = (v_new(i+1,j)+v_new(i-1,j)-2*v_new(i,j)) / (dx^2); 
      d2vdy2_low = (v_new(i,j)+v_new(i,j+2)-2*v_new(i,j+1)) / (dy^2); 
  
    p_new(i,j) = p_new(i,j+1) - (mu/Re)*dy*(d2vdx2 + d2vdy2_low);   
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   end        
  
   j=H; 
   i=1; 
  
   u_new(i,j) = 0;                                                                         
   v_new(i,j) = 0;                                                                         
  
   d2vdx2_left = (v_new(i,j)+v_new(i+2,j)-2*v_new(i+1,j)) / (dx^2);  
   d2vdy2_low = (v_new(i,j)+v_new(i,j+2)-2*v_new(i,j+1)) / (dy^2); 
  
   p_new(i,j) = p_new(i,j+1) - (mu/Re)*dy*(d2vdx2_left + d2vdy2_low);     
                   
   % Vertical Wall        
  
   for j=1:H 
  
    i=L;  
  
 u_new(i,j) = 0;                                                                         
    v_new(i,j) = 0;                                                                         
  
    d2udx2_left = (u_new(i,j)+u_new(i+2,j)-2*u_new(i+1,j)) / (dx^2);  
    d2udy2_low = (u_new(i,j)+u_new(i,j+2)-2*u_new(i,j+1)) / (dy^2); 
  
    p_new(i,j) = p_new(i+1,j)-(mu/Re)*dx*(d2udx2_left + d2udy2_low);  
  
   end      
  
   % Inlet  
  
   for j=H+1:Ny-1 
  
    i=1;  
  
    u_new(i,j) = b*(y(j)-y(H))*((y(j)-y(H))-a);                                         
    v_new(i,j) = 0;                                                                         
  
    dudx_left = (u_new(i+1,j)-u_new(i,j)) / dx; 
    d2udx2_left = (u_new(i,j)+u_new(i+2,j)-2*u_new(i+1,j)) / (dx^2); 
    d2udy2 = (u_new(i,j+1)+u_new(i,j-1)-2*u_new(i,j)) / (dy^2); 
  
    p_new(i,j) = p_new(i+1,j)-(mu/Re)*dx*(d2udx2_left+d2udy2)-
 u_new(i,j)*dudx_left;    
 
   end 
  
   i=1; 
 
   j=H; 
  
   u_new(i,j) = b*(y(j)-y(H))*((y(j)-y(H))-a);                                          
   v_new(i,j) = 0;  
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   d2udx2_left = (u_new(i,j)+u_new(i+2,j)-2*u_new(i+1,j)) / (dx^2);  
   d2udy2_low = (u_new(i,j)+u_new(i,j+2)-2*u_new(i,j+1)) / (dy^2); 
  
   p_new(i,j) = p_new(i+1,j) - (mu/Re)*dx*(d2udx2_left + d2udy2_low);                       
  
   j=Ny; 
  
   u_new(i,j) = b*(y(j)-y(H))*((y(j)-y(H))-a);                                          
   v_new(i,j) = 0;                                                                          
  
   d2udx2_left = (u_new(i,j)+u_new(i+2,j)-2*u_new(i+1,j)) / (dx^2);                      
   d2udy2_up = (u_new(i,j)+u_new(i,j-2)-2*u_new(i,j-1)) / (dy^2); 
  
   p_new(i,j) = p_new(i+1,j) - (mu/Re)*dx*(d2udx2_left + d2udy2_up);                        
  
   %Outlet 
  
   for j=2:Ny-1 
  
      i=Nx;  
  
      u_new(i,j) = u_new(i-1,j);                                                              
      v_new(i,j) = v_new(i-1,j);                                                              
  
 d2udx2_right = (u_new(i,j)+u_new(i-2,j)-2*u_new(i-1,j))/(dx^2); 
      d2udy2 = (u_new(i,j+1)+u_new(i,j-1)-2*u_new(i,j)) / (dy^2); 
  
    p_new(i,j) = p_new(i-1,j) + (mu/Re)*dx*(d2udx2_right + d2udy2);   
                        
   end 
  
   i=Nx; 
  
   j=1; 
  
   u_new(i,j) = u_new(i-1,j);                                                               
   v_new(i,j) = v_new(i-1,j);       
                                                          
   d2udx2_right = (u_new(i,j)+u_new(i-2,j)-2*u_new(i-1,j)) / (dx^2); 
   d2udy2_low = (u_new(i,j)+u_new(i,j+2)-2*u_new(i,j+1)) / (dy^2); 
  
   p_new(i,j) = p_new(i-1,j) + (mu/Re)*dx*(d2udx2_right + d2udy2_low);  
                      
   j=Ny; 
  
   u_new(i,j) = u_new(i-1,j);                                                               
   v_new(i,j) = v_new(i-1,j);   
                                                              
   d2udx2_right = (u_new(i,j)+u_new(i-2,j)-2*u_new(i-1,j)) / (dx^2);                        
   d2udy2_up = (u_new(i,j)+u_new(i,j-2)-2*u_new(i,j-1)) / (dy^2); 
  
   p_new(i,j) = p_new(i-1,j) + (mu/Re)*dx*(d2udx2_right + d2udy2_up);                       
             
   % CFL Condition Checking 
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   if (T==1) 
  
        Rx = dt*max(max(u_new))/dx; 
        Ry = dt*max(max(v_new))/dy; 
  
        CFL = max(Rx,Ry); 
  
        if(CFL>=1) 
            disp(['CFL not valid']) 
            break 
        end 
   end        
  
   % Error Calculation for Convergence 
  
   errorU = max(max((u_new-u_old)/dt)); 
   errorV = max(max((v_new-v_old)/dt)); 
   errorP = max(max((p_new-p_old)/dt)); 
  
   mass_inlet = trapz(y,u_new(1,:)); 
   mass_outlet = trapz(y,u_new(end,:)); 
   errormass=abs(mass_inlet-mass_outlet)/mass_inlet; 
  
   error=errorU+errorV+errorP+errormass; 
  
         
  
   % Update Solution 
  
   u_old=u_new; 
   v_old=v_new; 
   p_old=p_new; 
          
   % Print Data in the Screen 
 
   if (rem(T,1000)==0) 
  
        for i=1:Nx 
            phi(i,:)=cumtrapz(y,u_new(i,:)); 
        end 
  
        % Screen displays               
  
        disp(['For Time:']) 
        disp(T) 
  
        disp(['The errors are: (P U V)']) 
        disp([errorP errorU errorV]) 
  
        disp(['Mass in the inlet']) 
        disp(mass_inlet) 
 
        disp(['Mass in the outlet']) 
        disp(mass_outlet) 
  
        disp(['Re=']) 
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        disp(Re) 
     
        disp(['H=']) 
        disp(H) 
                 
        if (contador==1)  
            save fileRe100_1.mat u_new v_new p_new x y H L Re 
        end 
        if (contador==2)  
            save fileRe100_2.mat u_new v_new p_new x y H L Re 
        end 
        if (contador==3)  
            save fileRe100_3.mat u_new v_new p_new x y H L Re 
        end 
      if (contador==4)  
            save fileRe100_4.mat u_new v_new p_new x y H L Re 
        end 
        if (contador==5)  
            save fileRe100_5.mat u_new v_new p_new x y H L Re 
        end 
     
        end  
  
        T=T+1; 
 
   end 
 
    contador=contador+1;    
 
end 
     
    D=[2:-0.005:-0.1]; 
  
for i=1:Nx 
    phi(i,j)=cumtrapz(y,u_new(i,:)); 
end 
  
 contour(x,y,phi',D) 
  
 
 
